Post-graduation in Collective Health and the National Public Health System

Abstract This article deals with a public policy in education, Post Graduation in Collective Health, to identify forms of dialogue of this policy, with the public health policy, the SUS, starting in 1990. The main product of PGSC policy is the training of masters and doctors, essential for teaching and research in the field. Bibliographic review and analysis of CAPES documents and databases based the analysis. Education policy was consistent over time and core to social development, alongside health policy, without presenting formal points of intercession, and its impacts occur mainly through the formation of good and committed professionals, teachers and researchers. In PGSC, professional masters programs are more relevant, for a more direct link of postgraduate programs with the SUS, and the initiatives of the Ministry of Health to finance priorities in research for the Health System. Even initiatives that explicitly seek to approximate the knowledge produced by PG with praxis in the SUS, the mechanisms involved in translating or impacting scientific knowledge into concrete practice are complex and must be context specific and thematic.
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Introduction

Background: The devastation caused by the two world wars; growing economic and social development as from the 1950s; and the renewed confidence in the possibility of construction of a stable and fair world through representative actions and instances, under the responsibility of the State, with the support of Science and Technology, have caused it to be considered fundamental, in the most wide-ranging political contexts, that public policies in education and health should be proposed for sustaining of this development.

In Brazil, these ideas were present in the initial decades after the Second World War. But only after the re-democratization, in the 1980s, did the Federal Constitution of 1988 put in place a proposal for a health policy of a national nature: creation of the Unified Health System, or SUS, which established access for the Brazilian population to health as a right of all, and a duty of the State.

The 1988 Constitution also established education as a right of all, and a duty of the State and of the family. Public policies of the area relate to the whole population, as a single entity. But in spite of the reduction of illiteracy and increased access to education, at the three levels, there is a consensus that priority has not been given to education.

The objective of these brief considerations is to introduce some assumptions that orient this article. The first is that public policies in health and in education have historically followed different paths, but they have the 1988 Constitution as a common landmark and political context, not to be ignored in understanding their development. The second is to define the limits of our analysis – postgraduate education (in its strict, academic, meaning), in the period 1990-2017 – and in particular postgraduate studies in Collective Health (‘PSCH’), and their dialog with the SUS, without removing them from context. The third assumption relates to the conceptual and methodological option of developing the analysis not from the point of view of activity of the public power, in which the proposals are included, but to admit that public policies are complex and multidimensional processes that are developed at multiple levels of action and decision – local, regional and transnational; and involve various actors – people in government, lawmakers, electors, public administrators, interest groups, target publics and transnational organizations – which act in institutional situations and in specific geographical and political contexts, aiming to resolve public problems, but also to achieve certain distributions of power and resources. Within this understanding we can indeed identify forms of dialog and reciprocal influences between PSCH and the SUS.

Four theoretical models have been put forward for analysis of public policies: The sequential or policy cycle model; the multiple streams framework; punctuated equilibrium theory; and the advocacy coalition framework. These concepts are part of a multidisciplinary field in which public policies are explained through understanding of the ways in which public action functions, its continuities and ruptures and the multiplicity of factors and forces that form the processes in real life. For the analysis developed here, of implementation of PSCH, and discussion of possible articulation/influences/repercussions/impacts on and with another public policy, the SUS, the model that is most promising is the advocacy coalition framework, in which the main author of reference is Paul Sabatier.

Sabatier posits that six conditions are necessary for processes of analysis of implementation of public policies: (1) clear and consistent objectives, that enable them to be evaluated; (2) an adequate causal theory for the change that the policy intends to achieve; (3) a legal structure that favors commitment between those responsible for the policy and the target groups; (4) that those responsible for the implementation should be technically competent and committed; (5) that there should be political support from the executive and legislature; and (6) that the policy should aim for social impact, without compromising the causal theory that orients it. The analysis of PSCH in this paper is oriented by these parameters, and data is presented based on a review of the literature, analysis of documents, and information extracted from the GeoCapes database, which contains records relating to the postgraduate program since 1995.

Higher education in Brazil in 1990–2017 – draft of a scenario

Teaching in Brazil has been considered as being in three sections: Primary, secondary and higher. It is broadly accepted that in this period universal schooling in primary education has been consolidated, but that important differences in quality persist, especially in the poorer regions and for less favored social groups. Secondary education has been presented as the part with the worst performance over the period,
quantitatively and qualitatively. Although there was an expansion of school registrations in the 1990s, a stabilization in secondary education has been observed in the 2000s. In 2013 the proportion of the population aged 18 to 29 with full secondary education was 48% in the North and Northeast Regions, and between 60% and 65% in the Center-West, South and Southeast. This is the population that can seek further education, and it has not accompanied the expansion of supply of study places at that level.

There are two views on the situation of Brazilian higher education. On one side, when compared to other countries, even those which have similar economic development, Brazil is seen as presenting a low gross rate of registration, which affects its social development. On the other side, value is given to the major investment made as from the 1960s, with the creation of the federal universities in all the states, with a vocation for teaching, research and extension courses, which was accompanied by the creation of a postgraduate system in all the areas of knowledge. This investment is seen as having produced significant social and economic impact, and for this reason it should be maintained and enhanced, although its cost is high.

In the 1990s there was an important expansion in the offer of places in higher education, especially in the private sector, even though the number of candidates per place and the uptake of places was higher in public education. Between 1990 and 2005 the growth of registrations for in-person courses was 106% in public education and 239% in private education, proportionately greater in the Northern Region (489%), the Center-West (329%) and the Northeast (198%). In 2010 there were 5,450,000 registrations in in-person undergraduate courses, or 100% more than in 2000. The increase in the offer of places in higher education, and the increase in the number of those registered, were favored by the higher budget allocation to the Education Ministry (MEC), efforts and improvement of management in the universities, and creation of new federal universities. In private education, there was an expansion of credit to low-income students with the Student Financing Fund (FIES), and the University For All (Prouni) Program, making it possible to fill the places not taken up.

In this period there was a significant expansion of places (638,700 in 2008) for undergraduate courses in the area of health (biomedicine, biological sciences, physical education, nursing, pharmacy, physiotherapy, speech therapy, medicine, veterinary medicine, nutrition, odontology, psychology, social service and occupational therapy). However, the uptake of places was only 50%, with major variations between courses. Medicine had the highest number of places, and 100% uptake; nursing and physical education offered more than 100,000 places, with low uptake. This scenario is important for the SUS, and also for PSCH, which accepts professionals from these areas. In the last five years, opening of many faculties of medicine has been authorized, as a response to a diagnosis by the federal government that there were not enough doctors to serve the population, which also led to the Mais Médicos (‘More Doctors’) Program.

It needs to be pointed out that there is an important activity of courses that are also subsequent to graduation in the country. In health, with frequent participation by state and municipal health departments, courses of the most varied type and duration are offered, including medical and multi-professional residencies, specialization courses and other modalities. There has also been expansion of distance-learning courses which contribute to professional qualification and are instances of support for the SUS.

Post-graduation studies in the strict sense are considered to be the most successful program in Brazilian education. Since they began, they have been formulated with the specific purpose of contributing to Brazil’s development by creation of teachers and researchers who have the competencies for research. One series of measures helped toward this purpose: the solid coordination/articulation between MEC, through CAPES (Higher Education Personnel Enhancement Coordination – Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior), and the National Research Council (CNpq – Conselho Nacional de Pesquisa) (created in 1951), and other instances of financing, and the universities. To sustain the enhancement of these arrangements over time the National Postgraduate Plans (PNPGs) were created. As specific measures that strengthened this policy we can cite the fact of higher education institutions only being able to become universities when they create post-graduation programs in the strict sense, starting with master’s degrees. Another example is in the regular assessments, made by CAPES, with attribution of a score to the programs. Those with the best assessments and those that stand out in research are supported with the higher volume of funds, and represent an important social capital for the universities. The growth – quantitative and qual-
initiative – of Brazilian scientific output published in scientific periodicals in the period was, without a doubt, the result of this policy.

Starting in the 2000s, the need began to be discussed for expansion of the contribution of postgraduate studies to economic and social development in a direct manner, as well as production of scientific knowledge. The creation of the Professional Master’s (MP) Degree, before the end of the 1990s, is part of this perspective, in that an effort is made to build articulations between qualification, production of knowledge and its transfer to sectors that are productive and strategic for social development.

Over the period there has been continuous growth in the number of Postgraduate Plans (PPGs), particularly in the public universities. But there has also been an increase in the private sector’s participation, principally in the case of MP degrees. Between 1999 and 2010 the Southeastern Region has continued to be predominant (with half of the country’s programs in 2011), although the percentage participation of other regions has increased significantly.

The percentages of growth in registrations in the same period, by postgraduate course, have been varied: 138% for doctorates (71,300 registrations in 2011), 90% for master’s degrees (104,100 registrations in 2011) and 1,970% for MP degrees (12,100 registrations in 2011). In 2011, 12,217 doctorates were awarded, 39,220 master’s degrees, and 3,610 Professional Master’s degrees. Of these, 29,009 awards were in the Southeast Region, with characteristics different from the other regions: doctorates were 28% of the total of its courses (compared to approximately 17% in the South and the Northeast) and the region had 63% of the PM degrees, with 93% of them in private institutions (vs. 45% in the South, and 24% in the Northeast).

II Postgraduate studies in Collective Health, 1990-2017

It was in the military regime, which began in 1964, that the system of postgraduate studies in Brazil was systematized and institutionalized. Major pointers were the so-called Newton Sucupira Opinion (Opinion 977/65 of the Federal Education Council) and the University reform of 1968. The Newton Sucupira Opinion constituted the bases of the Brazilian postgraduate studies model. It defined and characterized courses at the levels of master’s degree and doctorate, established the distinctions between postgraduate studies in the broad sense and the strict sense, set out the bases for the Professional Master’s degree and Doctorate, and strengthened the idea that postgraduate studies (in the strict sense) are an essential part of the purpose of the university. The University Reform introduced a series of modifications in higher education, notably in the federal universities, creating the departmental structure, and the apportionment of value to an academic career, which contributed to the articulation and coordination between the activities of teaching and research in the university environment. In 1965 it was estimated that there were approximately 27 master’s degree courses and 11 doctorate courses; and in 1975 there were 370 and 89, respectively.

The First National Post-graduation Plan (PNPG) identified that the process of expansion of postgraduate studies in the country had until then taken place in an unarticulated form, influenced principally by factors of context that demanded responses to the growing needs for education in the population. These responses were through isolated initiatives and with insufficient support from the governmental bodies responsible for scientific and educational policies, and this caused instabilities in the system, a low level of performance in terms of awards of degrees, and announcement of an expansion, with geographical concentration, and in specific areas. Based on this diagnosis, the first PNPG established, as principal guidelines for the period 1975–79, institutionalization of the postgraduate system in universities, improvement of the levels of its performance, and reduction of disparities between regions and areas of knowledge. The mechanisms proposed for achieving the targets were: student grants; expansion of the teacher training programs; and hiring of new university teachers.

The second PNPG (1982-1985) strengthens the recommendations of the first PNPG and also sought to harmonize the system of postgraduate studies with the Second National Development Plan, and the Third Brazilian Scientific and Technological Development Plan. It recommended making a diagnosis of the areas of knowledge so that priorities could be set in accordance with their development in the scientific and technological fields, and their strategic importance for the development of the country. The directives of the second PNPG also emphasized the need for institutionalization and enhancement of the system of assessment created in 1976 as a way of ensuring quality in postgraduate studies.
the third PNPG (1986–89)\textsuperscript{26}, a concern appears with integration of postgraduate studies with the national science and technology system, with a view to the country’s economic and social development.

The first three PNPGs\textsuperscript{24-26} had a decisive influence in which Brazilian postgraduate studies expanded at their initial stage. Up to 1990 the expansion took place basically in public institutions, in contrast with what happened in the undergraduate courses\textsuperscript{27}. Postgraduate courses also grew in a more planned way, the result of a State policy expressed in the PNPGs, with clear objectives of qualifying teachers and giving value to the academic career, improving the performance of the system and adapting research in the university to the needs of scientific and technological development, and national priorities\textsuperscript{27}.

Postgraduate studies in the strict sense in Collective Health also went through a process of expansion in this period. The first master's degree courses in the area were opened at the National Public Health School of the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (ENSP/Fiocruz) in the years 1967 and 1968. However, this initiative was interrupted\textsuperscript{27}. In the 1970s, postgraduate studies in Collective Health began their process of institutionalization, and in 1975 there were five master's degree courses (in São Paulo University: at the Public Health Faculty (FSP/USP) from 1970, the Medical Faculty (FM/USP-RP) from 1971, and the Medical Faculty (FM/USP) from 1973; at the Federal University of Bahia in 1973; and at the Social Medicine Institute of Rio de Janeiro State University (IMS/UERJ), in 1974); and there were three doctorate courses (FSP/USP, 1970; FM/USP-RP, 1971; and FM/USP, 1973)\textsuperscript{29}.

From 1975 to 1990, there was modest growth in the area compared to the rest of the National Postgraduate System (SNPG)\textsuperscript{3} and in 1990 there were nine postgraduate programs, of which five combined master’s and doctorate courses, with increases of 80% and 67% in the number of courses, respectively.

In contrast to the period of consolidation and initial expansion of Brazilian postgraduate studies, with three PNPGs, the third of these (1986–89)\textsuperscript{26} was not immediately followed by another plan. As from 1996 new discussions were begun for development of the fourth PNPG\textsuperscript{26}. Although they were not officially announced, their guidelines were adopted by CAPES and included the need for diversification and allowance for flexibility in the forms of organization of postgraduate studies, enhancement of the assessment mechanisms and greater international involvement\textsuperscript{31-33}. The fifth PNPG (2005–10) underlined the guidelines of the fourth, as to the need for diversification and combat of asymmetries of the system, and recommended incorporation of qualitative aspects in the process of assessment, in particular as to the impact of postgraduate studies on society\textsuperscript{35}. At the end of 2010, in partnership with CNPq and other development agencies, CAPES presented the sixth PNPG\textsuperscript{33}, at the same time preparing the National Education Plan (PNE) of the Education Ministry, to be in effect from 2011 to 2020. It states: “For the first time, a national education plan covers proposals for teaching guidelines and policies in postgraduate studies. This is because the PNPG is an integral part of the PNE”\textsuperscript{34}. The areas of health, biological sciences and the various forms of engineering were defined as strategic areas.

As from 1990, in the context of the guidelines of the fourth and fifth PNPGs\textsuperscript{30,33}, the growth of the PSCH was higher than the average of the SNPG. In 2010, the area had 38 academic programs (16 master’s programs, 1 doctorate program and 21 joint master’s and doctorate programs), representing an expansion by almost a factor of 4 in 20 years. For the SNPG as a whole, in the same period the growth in academic courses for master’s degree and doctorate was 2.8 and 3.5 times, respectively.

The area of collective health achieved a degree of geographical decentralization greater than that seen in the whole of the SNPG, and in the overall area of health. In 2016, for example, almost 40% of the academic PPGs in collective health were outside the main center comprising the South and Southeast, while this percentage was 35% and 28%, respectively, in the whole of the SNPG, and in the overall area of health. This de-concentration, however, was more widely in the direction of the Northeast than the North and Center-west regions. In these latter two regions, the area, in 2016, had 12% of its PPGs, compared to 14% in the whole of the SNPG. In 2000 the area already had 33% of its academic PPGs outside the South and Southeast, while this percentage was 22% in the whole of the SNPG and 14% in the whole area of health. Between 2000 and 2016, the de-concentration was less fast in Collective Health, with an increase of 17% outside the South and Southeast, compared to 57% and 99% in the SNPG as a whole and in the whole area of health, respectively.

The number of awards of degrees after 1990 increased, particularly for doctorates. In 2016,
in the whole of the SNPG, some 50,000 master’s degrees and 20,000 doctorates were awarded, increases from the numbers of 1996 by a factor of 4.7 for master’s degrees, and a factor of 6.9 for doctorates. In the area of Collective Health there was a similar situation, but with a lower increase in relation to the number of doctorates awarded in the period. In 2016, in Collective Health, 690 master’s degrees and 321 doctorates were awarded, which was four times the numbers of 1996. The ratio of doctorates to master’s degrees in academic programs increased over time, and in 2016 was 0.42 for the whole of the SNPG, and 0.47 in Collective Health.

In the 1990s the incentive to create Professional Master’s Degrees (MP degrees) in applied areas became part of the agenda of the Higher Education Technical-Scientific Council of CAPES (CTC-ES). The MPs are for operational learning, development and innovation in areas directly applicable to a field of activity of the professional being trained. In 1995 CAPES Ministerial Order 4747 ordered implementation, in CAPES, of appropriate procedures for recommendation, monitoring and assessment of these courses, and this was complemented in 1998 by CAPES Ministerial Order 8018. In 2009 CAPES issued Normative Order 1719, which became the regulatory framework for this type of qualification.

The objectives of PMs, as defined by Order 1719, are: to train qualified professionals for the exercise of advanced professional practice able to transform procedures, to meet social, organizational, professional or employment market demands; to transfer knowledge to society for the purpose of national, regional or local development; and to promote integrated articulation of professional training, with a view to improving the efficacy and efficiency of public and private organizations through solution of problems and generation and application of appropriate processes of innovation; and finally to help add competitiveness and increase the productivity of public and private companies and organizations.

The first MP degrees were given at the end of the 1990s, and in recent years this type of qualification has grown and become a highlight in its own right. The first proposal in the area of Collective Health came from UERJ (Rio de Janeiro State University), was approved by CAPES in 1999 and began functioning in 2000. In 2013 the CTC-ES created the position of Area Joint Coordinator for MPs, and an agenda of creation of professional programs, with incentives for their organization in a network. The network programs were initially created to qualify teachers for secondary education, through the so-called ‘Prof’ qualifications: ProfLetras, ProfMat, ProfFísica, among others. Later networks for professional training in other sectors started functioning, examples being: the Northeastern Biotechnology Network, the Northeastern Family Health Qualification Network (RENASF), the network MP in Family Health (ProfSaúde) and the MP in Public Administration (ProfIAP).

In 2016, the SNPG had 786 MPs. The areas of assessment with the most MPs were: Interdisciplinary (96 programs), teaching (82), management (75), education (47), collective health (40) and environmental sciences (32). Proportionately, the area of Collective Health is the second-largest, with 44% of its PPGs in this modality.

The growth of MP courses in Collective Health was faster between 2008 and 2012, growing from 12 to 30 courses, and reaching 40 in 2016. The number of degrees awarded increased from 193 in 2012 to 503 in 2016, and of these 126 (25%) were MPs in Family Health, from RENASF. Fiocruz played an important role in relation to the MPs. Without taking into account its participation in the RENASF, which involves eight other institutions, the MPs of Fiocruz awarded 387 master’s degrees in the four-year period 2013–16, 25% of the total awarded in the period. Fiocruz’s capillarity, and its linkage to the Health Ministry, helped it to have a pre-eminent role in the training in Collective Health, especially in the MPs, with courses offered in various states of Brazil.

The discussion at present centers on the creation of the professional doctorate, which was specified in the National Post-graduation Plan. In early 2017 CAPES published Education Ministry Order 389, which instituted, in the postgraduate area, two new modalities: Professional Master’s Degree and Professional Doctorate. In the same year, CAPES Order 131 was published which sets out, though still only generically, presentation of proposals for new courses in these modalities, and procedures for monitoring and assessment and validity of the titles awarded.

III Postgraduate studies in Collective Health and the SUS

Looking at strict-sense postgraduate studies in Brazil, and in particular those in Collective Health, one can see that the necessary conditions for its implementation as a public policy were present in the period 1990-2017: clear and con-
sistent objectives (PNPGs), a causal theory for the change (train competent teachers and excellent researchers), stable legal structure, committed to dialog between the official bodies and the programs; coordinators responsible for implementation of the proposal; and political support from the executive, legislature and the universities.

Even though in all the PNPGs, social impact is stated as an objective in an increasingly explicit manner, it is the creation and progressive regulation of MPs that most clearly signals this direction. There was no change in the nuclear framework of strict-sense postgraduate studies in general, nor in that of Collective Health, as a direct response to the other public policies implemented in the period, specifically the SUS.

When the public policies in health in the period were analyzed, of which the SUS is a nuclear part, other factors also become apparent: the macro political dimensions, the complexity of the social decisions, with results and issues that are inherent to this specific policy, and direct articulations with the policy in education are not detected. As to the relationship of the SUS with education policy, it is important to recognize that as well as the teaching and qualification of professionals, teachers and researchers, the health system is also affected, among other dimensions, by the level of schooling of the population, and the qualification of its technical and specialized staff.

In the cross-related analysis proposed here – PPGs in general and Collective Health in particular – students’ achievement of academic and professional master’s degrees, and doctorates, were adopted as the object of analysis, rather than the knowledge produced by those programs, and even less, the possible impacts on the SUS and the population’s health, which calls for additional analyses – which are indeed challenging, both in conceptual and methodological terms.

Although the social impact is always the greater objective to be achieved, and although initiatives have been taken that seek to bring the knowledge produced in the programs, and the health services, closer together (such as the DECIT/SCTIE/Health Ministry tenders), the mechanisms of production of impact by the effect or transfer of scientific knowledge are complex and they can be better understood when one takes a specific subject. It is not feasible to study the impact of the area of Collective Health as a whole.

The growth of postgraduate studies in Collective Health as from 1990 in terms of the number of programs was intense, and less geographically concentrated than the group of programs as a whole, with the Northeast Region outstanding. As to the number of awards of academic master’s degrees and doctorates, and their proportionality, the area accompanied the overall trend. Collective Health had a highlight position in the creation of MP degrees, with an important volume of degrees awarded in the Northeast Region, through an MP in network, and those coordinated by Fiocruz. The growing and increasingly outstanding presence of a health research institute like Fiocruz as a proponent of PPGs in Collective Health can be seen as an important way of bringing the public policy on postgraduate studies closer to the SUS, which something that happens only infrequently in other areas. However, although there are signs of recognition of public policy in health in the postgraduate studies in Collective Health in the period analyzed for this article, its dynamics were dominated by the public policy of strictly postgraduate studies.
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